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Wyoming State Senator Anthony Bouchard
Endorses Foster Friess in Wyoming
Gubernatorial Primary
“Wyoming is at a pivotal point. We need a Governor who will fight to restrain state spending and
reduce taxes, bring transparency to state government, and who will stand up against gun control and
work to expand Second Amendment freedoms for all law-abiding Wyomingites. Several candidates
agree on these issues, but I believe that Foster Friess will FIGHT for them, and that is why I’m happy to
endorse him in our upcoming gubernatorial primary! -- Anthony Bouchard, State Senator, District 6

(Cheyenne, Wyoming) – This morning Wyoming State Senator Anthony Bouchard proudly
endorsed Foster Friess for Governor, in advance of the August 21st gubernatorial primary.
“Wyoming needs a fighter, who will do more than just pay lip service to our conservative
principles. From spending, to transparency, to gun rights and much more, we need a
Governor who has the experience and fortitude to fight for these principles. I believe Foster
Friess is that man,” said Anthony Bouchard.

Bouchard, an outspoken conservative member of the Wyoming Senate, has been sounding
the alarm over the state's refusal to open up the state books and has been a leading
champion for gun owners for years.
Bouchard continued, “Foster Friess has been a conservative fighter for decades, and has
spent millions of dollars in support of conservative causes. He’s put his money where his
mouth is. That combined with his business background, makes him supremely qualified to
be the next Governor of Wyoming.”
The 6-way primary will be decided by the voters on August 21.
“The next Governor of Wyoming will have the ability to reset the direction of our great
state. We have to get this right and we need a Governor who will fight for these issues.
Foster Friess is that man, and I’m happy to endorse him,” Bouchard concluded.
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